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Speedrooter 92R ®

Easier handling – same toughness.

C-92R-0816

Automatic Feed

The Speedrooter 92R has root cutting power combined with a power cable feed to take 
a lot of the work out of clearing stoppages.

The feed drives 3/4" and 5/8" cables and has the pulling power to get the cable out of 
the line even on long, tough jobs. To adjust for 3/4" or 5/8" cables, you simply turn 
the knob on top of the feed. The cable runs though a guide spring attached to the feed 
into the drain opening, making it a hands-off operation.

Getting to and from the job is easier, because the Speedrooter has ten-inch wheels, 
V-belt stair climbers, and a loading wheel mounted on the handle to help you lift the 
machine into a truck. A capacitor start 1/3 hp motor drives the machine. Standard safety 
features include air foot pedal, ground fault circuit interrupter and safety slip clutch.

 Specifications: 
Weight: 
115 lbs. without cable. (52 kg).

Dimensions: 
26" D; 22" W; 41" H (66 cm x 56 cm x 104 cm).

Cage:  
Equipped with inner drum cage and distributor tube spring; holds 100 ft. x 3/4" or 
5/8" cable.

Motor: 
1/3 hp with capacitor start, overload protection, and Forward/Off/Reverse switch. 
20 ft. power cord and ground fault circuit interrupter.

Wheels:  
10" semi-pneumatic with roller bearings. Passive brake locks machine during 
operation.

Safety Slip Clutch:  
Protects cable and operator..

Foot Switch:   
Pneumatic, with no electrical contact between pedal and motor.

Power Cable Feed: 
Drives or retracts cable at variable speed without having to reverse motor rotation.

Leather Gloves: 
With double-reinforced palm, for hand protection when guiding cable.

Cutters: 

See Parts and Accessories on page 14.

Cables: 
3/4" diameter for 4" to 10" lines and 3" lines without sharp bends; 
5/8" diameter for 3" to 6" lines.

Truck Loading Wheel: 
Enables one person to lift machine into truck bed.

Tool Box: 
Attached to rear of machine.

Stair Climbers: 
V-belts running on nylon rollers.

Instructional Video included. 

Portability, 
Convenience 
and Safety
Equipped with ten 
inch wheels, stair climbers, 
tool box, and ground 
fault circuit interrupter.

Folding 
Handle
Handle folds to 
take less space 
in car trunk.

USC UL


